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Abstract: Bingo is a distinct, enduring but understudied form of gambling. It provides comfort and pleasure to many of its players 
while also causing harm to some. While traditionally seen as low harm, it is being reshaped by technological and regulatory change. 
Despite this, there is no recent overview of the literature on bingo. In response, this narrative review explores the development of 
literature on bingo since the 1980s, first providing a chronological overview of writing on bingo and then a brief account of major 
themes in the literature. The literature reviewed was primarily identified through searches of academic databases using search 
terms such as betting, bingo, electronic and gambling. We find that bingo research makes a number of important contributions: 
it allows better understanding of groups of overlooked gamblers, corrects biases in gambling literature against bingo as a site of 
study, highlights the importance of social and structural factors in understanding gambling and employs methodological 
approaches that are congruent with the people and practices being studied.  Additionally, it provides new perspectives on 
gambling in terms of skill, affect, harm and control and offers a distinct viewpoint to analyse gambling and other phenomena.  
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Introduction 

Bingo is an anomalous and often denigrated form of 
gambling (Downs, 2009; O'Brien Cousins & Witcher, 
2004), played by a minority of gamblers who are 
disproportionately women, older, working class and 
Indigenous (Moubarac et al., 2010). As such, it provides 
a counterpoint to more widespread forms of gambling 
and researchers have argued that bingo’s failure to sit 
neatly within conventional scholarly categorisations of 
and theories about gambling forces us to re-examine 
dominant explanations of gambling (Bedford, 2019). 
However, there is no recent comprehensive overview of 
bingo literature or what contribution a better 
understanding of bingo can make to different academic 
fields, from gambling studies to political economy. The 
aim of this review, therefore, is to provide an overview 
of and critically analyse key literature on bingo, with a 
view to identifying major topics, themes and 
developments over time. Our study starts by tracing 
writing on bingo from the 1980s to the present, then 
briefly explores some key themes in the literature, 

 
1 Corresponding author. Email: k.maltzahn@latrobe.edu.au 
2 In describing aspects of harm caused by gambling, we prefer the term gambling harm; where this does not adequately convey authors’ 
meanings, we use their terminology. 

including skill, affect, harm2 and control. Our conclusion 
examines the explanatory potential of using bingo as a 
lens to look at a wide range of issues, and how insights 
from the study of bingo can contribute to scholarship in 
gambling and beyond.  
 
Method 

This is a narrative review (Bryman, 2016) that 
identifies key English-language literature related to 
bingo. Narrative reviews are useful when providing a 
broad overview of an area, particularly of studies with 
varied methodologies and theoretical approaches 
where assessment of statistical evidence is not central. 
They are particularly suitable for use in studies 
examining the history of an area of research or theories 
(Green, Johnson, & Adams, 2006; Siddaway, Wood, & 
Hedges, 2019). Material was first identified through 
library searches conducted using electronic databases 
including Cinahl, Informit, Proquest and PsycInfo. 
Search terms included betting, bingo, electronic, 
gambling, gaming and wagering and covered literature 
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published after 2000. An initial search was conducted in 
May 2018 and was then updated in October 2019 and 
December 2020. Identified material was later 
supplemented in two ways: first by searches for grey 
literature conducted via Google Scholar and Duck Duck 
Go and material from the researchers’ libraries and then 
by systematically searching the references lists of 
articles, including going back to the 1980s to include 11 
earlier works. Literature that made a significant 
contribution to understanding bingo was included, 
even where bingo was not the sole or primary focus of 
the study. A total of 72 references, including grey 
literature, were read and to aid analysis, a database of 
evidence was developed: we categorised texts in an 
Excel spreadsheet according to a range of criteria and 
topics developed through discussion among authors. 
This analysis assisted identification of patterns, themes 
and disjunctures in the literature.  

Much of the literature was exploratory, particularly 
early works. Not surprisingly, as is typical of gambling 
research, a portion of the research came from gambling 
studies and psychology and included prevalence 
surveys. However, unlike mainstream gambling 
research, the literature has a distinct ethnographic and 
sociological character, often centering the voices and 
experiences of bingo players. It draws on diverse 
disciplines and methodologies, from socio-legal 
approaches and discourse analysis to anthropology, 
leisure studies and history.  

 
Evolution of Bingo Research 

Our broad chronological overview of the literature 
describes the evolution of bingo literature over four 
decades, starting from the 1980s. We canvas key writers 
and themes and describe continuities and disjunctures 
in the literature over time.  

 
Eyes Down in the 1980s – Starting to Study Bingo  

While forms of bingo have been played for hundreds 
of years (Downs, 2007; Moubarac et al., 2010), it is only 
since the early 1980s that bingo has received serious 
scholarly attention. That attention began in the United 
Kingdom with a seminal study by leisure researchers 
Rachel Dixey and Margaret Talbot, who chose bingo as 
“the only activity which working class women do, 
outside the home, in any great numbers” (1982, p. 11). 
Dixey and Talbot (1982) placed bingo within a 
centuries-old practice of gambling, including by UK 
women, linking bingo back to “tumbule” in seventeenth 
century Italy, lotto in 1880s Britain and housey-housey 
and tombola in the army and navy.3 They described the 
way bingo was shaped by social changes, such as the 
commercialisation of entertainment, and legal changes, 
such as new gambling regulations, the latter theme a 
notable presence in subsequent UK bingo research 
(Downs, 2010; Bedford, 2016). Importantly, again 
setting the tone for subsequent bingo research, they 

 
3 No period given. 

looked outside the bingo hall to examine bingo in the 
context of women’s leisure, social and economic roles 
and relations.  

Dixey and Talbot learned that bingo was popular, 
widely played and overwhelmingly a women’s game, in 
large part because it overcame hurdles to women’s 
leisure by being local, predictable and safe. It was 
affordable, a key point when even women doing paid 
work were unlikely to control household cash. 
Counterintuitively, as a game of chance, rather than 
skill, it was a source of control: players did not have to 
feel under pressure to play well as winning was out of 
their hands. This was not to say that players did not care 
about winning, which was a thrill, money to take home 
and often a more realistic way to accrue a lump sum 
than saving. Significantly, despite these reasons, Dixey 
and Talbot argued that bingo was one choice among 
limited choices for working class women who lacked 
the leisure options of men and middle-class women. 
These findings would be reiterated consistently in later 
bingo research. 

Dixey and Talbot’s study exemplified in three ways 
some distinctive features of later bingo research. First, 
while other gambling literature often comes out of 
psychology, frequently focusing on the individual 
pathology of gamblers (Fiske, 2015), writing on bingo is 
decidedly more likely to be sociological or 
ethnographic (examples include O'Brien Cousins & 
Witcher, 2004; Maclure et al., 2006; Dudar, 2009; 
Alexeyeff, 2011; Fiske, 2015) and to explore the way 
individuals and communities negotiate structural 
constraints (Alexeyeff, 2011; Bedford, 2018; Maltzahn et 
al., 2019; Cox et al., 2021). Second, it takes the players it 
studies seriously, often explicitly defending them 
against gendered, classed, aged and racialised biases 
that dismiss them as stupid, vulnerable or dull (O’Brien 
Cousins, 2004; Downs, 2009, 2011; Fiske, 2015; Bedford, 
2019). It does this in part by making visible the social 
construction of bingo players. This allows fresh ways of 
understanding gambling and gamblers, particularly as 
experienced by women, working class, older and 
Indigenous people. Finally, bingo research is often 
expansive, examining bingo as a form, a setting and a 
practice of gambling, as well as a viewpoint to 
understand anything from women’s leisure, to class, 
public space, and neoliberalism (Alexeyeff, 2011; Fiske, 
2015; Bedford, 2019).  

In a parallel approach to Dixey and Talbot at a similar 
time, in the United States, Kim King (1985) was studying 
bingo parlours. She brought a sociological sensibility to 
the analysis of gambling data, arguing that 
psychological studies of gambling had pathologised 
gamblers. Seeing gamblers as abnormal, she 
contended, failed to adequately account for the millions 
of “normal” people who regularly gambled. Equally, she 
noted that sociological attempts to correct this were 
weakened by lumping different gambling forms 
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together. To address this, King studied bingo, lottery 
and an illegal form of lottery called numbers, finding 
that different groups of players had different subjective 
experiences of and within different types of gambling: 
for example, people had different motivations for 
lotteries than numbers, and men played bingo for 
different reasons from women. She contended that the 
structures of games and, more broadly, the social 
structures that shape players’ lives, were more 
significant in helping understand players’ motivations 
than classifications of skill or chance. Further, King 
(1990) argued that players managed the perception 
that bingo was morally ambiguous by emphasising its 
charitable nature, and minimised ideas that bingo 
might require skill as a way of downplaying the 
possibility that they were gambling out of self-interest. 
Consequently, she suggested ignoring categories of 
skill versus chance and instead examining “elements 
such as rules, degree of contact with workers, legitimacy 
of the game [and] how the players define the game…” 
(King, 1985, p. 247). King (1990) also explored themes 
such as charity and superstition that became important 
foci in later bingo literature (Griffiths & Bingham, 2005; 
Paarlberg et al., 2005; Casey, 2018.)  

Working in different countries, King, Dixey and 
Talbot shared significant interests and impulses. While 
King sat more conventionally within gambling studies 
and Dixey and Talbot were leisure researchers, they all 
looked at women’s experiences at a time where there 
was limited focus on gendered differences among 
gamblers. They approached gambling as a normal, not 
pathological, activity, exploring social rather than 
psychological reasons for gambling and insisting that 
we look at bingo in its social and structural context.  

 
1990s – Highlighting Harm  

Despite these significant 1980s studies, the 
following decade saw a pause in bingo research, with 
some notable exceptions. One was David Hewitt and 
colleagues’ (1994) important Canadian study of 
gambling harm among Indigenous people in Alberta, 
where bingo was overwhelmingly the most popular 
form of gambling. Hewitt et al.’s work was important 
methodologically as it was conducted by Indigenous 
interviewers for an Indigenous organisation to inform 
interventions to benefit Indigenous communities 
(Little, 1997), and so modelled an ethical approach to 
research in Indigenous communities (National Health 
and Medical Research Council, 2018). In what would 
become common findings in bingo research (Chapple & 
Nofziger, 2000; Cousins, 2004; Maltzahn et al., 2019), 
people gambled, in order of importance, to win money, 
have fun, and for excitement; nearly one third, however, 
gambled to be alone (Hewitt et al. 1994). The study 
went beyond this, however, to break new ground in 
understanding harm in relation to bingo. 

Hewitt et al.’s study was the first that both addressed 
bingo-related harm and explicitly aimed to inform 
gambling harm treatment and prevention programs 

(Little, 1997). This focus on harm was then new in bingo 
literature, but the data demonstrated the urgent need 
to consider it. The study found problem and compulsive 
gambling could be twice as prevalent amongst 
Indigenous people as other Canadians (Little, 1997). 
Like the 1980s research, the study showed the 
importance of social context, such as the link between 
gambling harm and having attended residential 
schools, which were sites of abuse, cultural dislocation 
and other colonial violence (Parrott, 2014). This is crucial 
in understanding the study’s broader findings that 
bingo and other forms of gambling were a way to cope 
with unresolved grief and that problem gambling was 
found across families and households. This recognition 
of the clear link between trauma and gambling harm 
was relatively early in gambling literature (see Hodgins 
et al., 2010), and was ground-breaking in showing that, 
under certain conditions, bingo could cause great, and 
sometimes lifelong, harm.  

In another example of notable literature in the 
1990s, Jerry Burger (1991) demonstrated how bingo 
could be a tool to understand other phenomena, 
studying bingo and lotto to explore questions about 
personality, the desire for control, and superstitions. 
Additionally, bingo had a cameo role in pedagogical 
writing as a public, open and safe site to teach students 
ethnography (Keen, 1996). Finally, in a rare example of 
grey literature at this time examining bingo, a 
comparative history of Australian gambling showed the 
importance of local context, including regulation, in 
shaping bingo: for example, in the state of Victoria, the 
introduction of Electronic Gambling Machines (EGMs) 
caused bingo playing to plummet (Australian Institute 
for Gambling Research University of Western Sydney, 
1999). The report also highlighted how racism and 
sexism shaped bingo. For example, while bingo was 
illegal in many states, the authorities turned a blind eye 
as it was often played by white people, despite 
punishing gambling in European and Chinese clubs. 

 
2000s – Broadening the Base of Bingo Research  

Hewitt et al.’s ground-breaking research had paved 
the way for a new focus on harm and the distinct and 
shared experiences of specific groups. The 2000s 
broadened the base of bingo research, more fully 
describing contemporary bingo, providing a historic 
context, spotlighting both not-for-profit and 
commercial bingo operators and, through a collection 
of ethnographic work, bringing a greater focus on older 
people. Together, these studies painted an increasingly 
clear picture of bingo, albeit only in Australia, Canada, 
the UK and US.  

Constance Chapple and Stacey Nofziger’s (2000) US 
ethnography was the first of several that decade (Dudar, 
2009; Maclure et al., 2006). These were complemented 
by Canadian studies of older women bingo players 
(O'Brien Cousins & Witcher, 2004, 2007) and Australian 
work on older people in clubs (Breen, 2009). The 
ethnographic nature of these studies, several of which 
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included participant observations, enabled researchers 
to evoke bingo’s atmosphere, culture, rituals and social 
context, providing a fuller picture of bingo. 
Supplementing earlier accounts of reasons for playing 
bingo, they found that bingo helped counter 
depression and provide cognitive stimulation, and, 
unlike other gambling sites, welcomed women (Breen, 
2009; Dudar, 2009). Bingo was consistently identified as 
an escape from stress, loneliness and boredom (O’Brien 
Cousins & Witcher, 2004). For women experiencing 
difficulties such as family or financial strain, 
bereavement or poverty, bingo could offer solace, 
rejuvenation, a sense of control and identity (O’Brien 
Cousins & Witcher, 2004; Maclure et al., 2006).  

Whether described as deviance, imprudence or 
problem gambling, bingo-related gambling harm 
received more attention (Chapple, 2000; O’Brien 
Cousins & Witcher, 2004; Maclure et al., 2006). Bingo 
players were found to experience “elements of serious 
financial, emotional and social risk” (Maclure et al., 2006, 
p. 175), and feel worry, anxiety, guilt and shame (O’Brien 
Cousins & Witcher, 2004; Maclure et al., 2006). 
Dependent family members were also negatively 
impacted (Maclure et al., 2006). Harm also came in the 
form of unfair stereotypes (O’Brien Cousins & Witcher, 
2004). Importantly, Breen (2009) identified the practice 
in Australia of “loss leading”, where clubs used bingo to 
recruit people to use EGMs, that while more lucrative for 
clubs were more harmful for players. In a significant shift 
in the literature, Richard Maclure and colleagues 
identified an acute tension in bingo: while bingo was 
often not just harmless but therapeutic for some, for 
others it was harmful and could exacerbate 
powerlessness (2006).  

These researchers explicitly countered the scholarly 
neglect of bingo, which Sandra O’Brien Cousins and 
Brad Witcher argued was due to sexism and ageism 
(2004), and showed the distinct contributions bingo 
studies could make. For example, the fact that bingo 
was a women’s game highlighted gendered differences 
in gambling and harm, itself a neglected area (Maclure 
et al., 2006). Further, continuing the tradition started by 
Dixey and Talbot, this body of research centred bingo 
player’s experiences, something that Maclure et al. 
(2006) contended was then a gap in gambling research.  

In a parallel and new development in bingo 
literature, researchers of not-for-profit management, 
such as Laurie Paarlberg, Robert Christensen and 
colleagues (2005), argued that as bingo was 
increasingly a big business and government revenue 
raiser, charitable gambling required closer examination. 
They showed that bingo in the US was a poor fundraiser 
and exposed charities to the risk of fraud. They later 
explored the threat of corruption and mission drift for 
not-for-profit bingo operators (Christensen, 2009). This 
work is part of a distinct subset in bingo literature that 

 
4 Where valuables are not wagered. 

uses bingo as a lens to explore charities and regulation 
(Bedford, 2015; Casey, 2018).  

In the first English survey of bingo playing since 
Dixey and Talbot, Mark Griffiths and Carolyn Bingham 
(2002) drew attention to bingo players’ participation in 
other forms of gambling, with heavy bingo players and 
men being more likely to use EGMs. This is significant 
when considering gambling harm. As a counterbalance 
to concerns about harm, Benjamin Sobel (2001) found 
that non-gambling bingo4 in community adult day care 
facilities was more effective than physical activities in 
increasing short-term memory, concentration, word 
retrieval and word recognition for people with 
Alzheimer’s disease.   

The 2000s also brought a historical focus. Business 
historian Carolyn Downs (2007, 2009, 2010, 2011) 
reinforced Dixey and Talbot’s portrait of bingo as part of 
an old tradition of working-class English women’s 
gambling, while contesting several of their findings. In 
her encyclopaedic cultural, economic, legal and social 
history of bingo (2009), Downs traced the development 
of bingo in Britain among working class women, 
arguing that class is more salient than gender in 
analysing and understanding bingo in Britain. As an 
illustration of this, Downs argued that Dixey betrayed 
class prejudice in characterising bingo as a negative 
choice driven by lack of other leisure choices, rather 
than being a legitimate and positive preference 
(Downs, 2009). Downs found that the social importance 
of bingo, in contrast to winning, has been overstated, 
including by Dixey. Downs saw the emphasis on the 
social side of bingo as both a tactic by commercial 
bingo operators to make the game more respectable 
and because players feel cognitive dissonance 
acknowledging a form of gambling as a pleasurable 
hobby (2009). Quoting Rowntree’s memorable phrase, 
that poor people would “rather have six penn’orth of 
hope than six penn’orth of electricity” (Downs, 2009, p. 
29.), Downs argued that gambling is a rational way for 
impoverished people to try for an otherwise 
unattainable lump sum of money. 

One of Downs’ key contributions is her analysis of 
the role of commercial bingo in the 1960s British bingo 
boom. She described the 1950s transformation of bingo 
when labour changes resulted in working class people 
flocking to the seaside for holidays. Once there, the 
relaxation of every-day morality led people to try the 
thrilling games of gambling on offer, with bingo 
particularly popular with women (Downs, 2010, 2011). 
This introduction laid the foundation for commercial 
bingo providers such as Mecca to transform dance halls 
into bingo halls and become remarkably popular and 
profitable when, in 1960, the UK Betting and Gaming 
Act opened the door to for-profit bingo. In a departure 
from the previous focus on charitable operators, 
Downs’ case study showed that as Mecca’s profits 
soared, they perfected ways to increase money-making: 
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as well as offering glamour, they sped up games and 
introduced fast mechanised games during breaks, 
prefiguring technological changes today (2010). Mecca 
was also politically strategic. After exposés about 
protection rackets and money laundering and moral 
panic about bingo playing, new legislation was drafted 
explicitly aiming to stop commercial bingo. While the 
new legislation forced the closure of 90 per cent of 
casinos, Mecca assiduously promoted bingo as a social 
game, and while regulation tightened, commercial 
bingo continued. This framing of bingo persists to this 
day.  
 
2010 – Surveying New Vistas 

With its attention to the power of commercial 
operators to change the game, Downs’ work provides 
an important bridge to the 2010s, when questions 
about commercialisation, profit and harm gained more 
prominence. The literature of this decade grappled with 
questions of harm for specific groups and over time, as 
well as the impact of technological and regulatory 
changes. In a new approach, research used bingo as a 
tool, for example to improve health, and as a lens to 
examine issues, from neoliberalism to the power of 
regulation.  

In the decade from 2010, there were more academic 
articles about bingo than the previous thirty years 
combined: it is beyond the scope of this work to 
establish why. One was the first systematic review of 
academic literature on bingo (Moubarac et al., 2010). 
Jean-Claude Moubarac, N. Will Shead, and Jeffrey 
Derevensky noted that the ethnographic bingo studies 
of the 2000s had departed from earlier work by 
highlighting the risks and impacts of problem gambling 
but that little was known about its prevalence or 
character. Their exploration of rates of play and harm 
was a significant new contribution. While prevalence 
rates varied widely across and within countries, they 
showed a pattern of problem gambling amongst bingo 
players and recognised that bingo players often also 
gambled in other ways. They also showed that, in some 
jurisdictions, bingo playing was more popular with 
adolescents than previously known. They raised 
particular concern about adolescents and older people 
and called for more research on harm.  

Their call was answered by Heather Wardle and 
colleagues’ survey (2016) of problem gambling in 
British bingo clubs, a new development in UK 
quantitative research on bingo. The study found that a 
significant proportion of bingo players was at risk of 
harm and showed that harm was higher among specific 
groups. Problem gambling was linked to more frequent 
play, multiple forms of gambling inside and outside 
clubs and using EGMs. In an important study that found 
people who gambled monthly on bingo, sports betting 

 
5Variously called personal electronic terminals (PETs) and play on 
demand (POD) bingo, PETs/PODs enable simultaneously play of 
multiple games and can allow bingo play outside live games as well 
other forms of gambling  

or in casinos (which had EGMs, table games and other 
forms of gambling) were more likely to experience 
harm, Alissa Mazar, Martha Zorn, Nozipho Becker and 
Rachel Volberg (2020) moved beyond the question of 
whether specific gambling forms were most harmful to 
highlight the interplay between gambling forms, 
involvement (number of forms) and intensity (time and 
money spent). This helped make sense of data showing 
that bingo players in some jurisdictions experienced 
more harm than in others. For example, while 
prevalence studies have often found bingo to be low-
risk, Per Binde, Ulla Romild and Rachel Volberg (2017) 
found high rates of gambling harm among bingo 
players in Sweden. Exploring another factor in harm 
levels, Wardle et al. (2016) noted the way new 
technologies were shaping bingo, something soon to 
be explored by other writers.  

Research showed that, while for many years bingo 
had been the sleepy traditionalist of gambling, the 
2010s marked a period of accelerated technological and 
regulatory change, resulting in the popularising of 
electronic bingo tablets (PETs or PODs)5 and online 
bingo,6 and the expansion of gambling forms allowed 
alongside bingo (Harrigan et al., 2015; Rockloff et al., 
2016; Stead et al., 2016). Kevin Harrigan, Dan Brown and 
Vance MacLaren argued that electronic bingo 
represented a fundamental departure from traditional, 
paper-based bingo as it incorporated higher-risk 
features drawn from EGM technology. Complementing 
this, Matthew Rockloff and colleagues (2016) noted that 
aspects of this new technology could increase harm by 
exaggerating the illusion of control and likelihood of 
success. While PETs/PODs risked weakening the distinct 
conviviality of in-person bingo, Martine Stead and 
colleagues showed that online operators capitalised on 
its social nature to recruit players and intensify their 
gambling. Charity operators, Donal Casey found, were 
willing to use online bingo for fundraising as it was seen 
as “soft” gambling: however, while online bingo was 
less risky than other online gambling, it appeared to be 
more harmful than “brick-and-mortar” bingo (2018, p. 
165).  

The 2010s saw a distinct focus on particular groups. 
For example, following Hewitt et al., several researchers 
explored the experiences of Indigenous bingo players. 
Christina Larsen, Tine Curtis and Peter Bjerregaard’s 
2013 survey of Greenland Inuit people was the first 
outside Anglophone countries. Nerilee Hing, Helen 
Breen, Ashley Gordon and Alex Russell (2014) showed 
the gendered differences in gambling among 
Indigenous people in Australia, with women more likely 
to play bingo than men. Surveys of gambling in 
Indigenous communities were not uniform. In some 
areas, rates of bingo playing and gambling generally 
were higher than among non-Indigenous people, while 

6 The first online bingo website was established in 1998 (Casey, 
2018). 
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in other areas they were lower. In all cases, however, 
gambling harm was more prevalent and in some more 
severe (Gill et al., 2016; Larsen et al., 2013; Williams et al. 
2016). Similarly, the link between gambling harm and 
bingo varied (Gill et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2016). 
Qualitative research in Australia (MacLean et al., 2019; 
Maltzahn, Briggs et al., 2017; Maltzahn, Vaughan et al., 
2017) showed both that bingo provided pleasure, 
solace and the promise of money in the context of 
disproportionate trauma, disadvantage and poverty 
and that some bingo players and their families 
experienced harm. Exploring social constructions of 
Canadian bingo players, Jo-Anne Fiske identified how 
anti-gambling discourse stigmatised predominantly 
Indigenous women as “bingo addicts” and their 
children as “bingo orphans” (2015, p. 526). The literature 
on bingo in Indigenous communities is important in 
highlighting the link between gambling harm and 
structural disadvantage.  

Other groups7 studied included older people 
(Medeiros et al., 2015; Tse et al., 2012), young people 
(Martinez-Loredo et al., 2019; Udesen et al., 2019), 
Pacific people (Alexeyeff, 2011; Kolandai-Matchett, 
2017; Fehoko, 2020), women (Palmer du Preez et al., 
2019) and gay men (De Anda, 2019). Each focus area 
enabled important contributions, showing, for 
example, that bingo was often not seen as gambling 
(Udesen et al., 2019; Fehoko, 2020), migration changed 
experiences of gambling (Fehoko, 2020) and older 
bingo players were more likely to engage in many forms 
of gambling than other older people (Tse et al., 2012). A 
broader range of countries was also studied (Larsen, 
2013, Fehoko, 2020), highlighting the value in a broader 
geographic and cultural focus. For example, Gustavo 
Medeiros and colleagues (2015) found gambling harm 
was significantly higher for Brazilian bingo players, 
suggesting that multi-form commercial gambling in 
Brazilian venues may increase harm, in contrast to 
charitable bingo in the US. 

The next group of researchers continued earlier 
bingo researchers’ practice of using bingo as a window 
into wider social, political and economic relations (part 
of an established tradition of examining wider 
phenomena through gambling) (Bedford, 2019). 
Exemplifying this, Kalissa Alexeyeff (2011) linked the 
rapid increase in bingo operations in the 1990s in the 
Cook Islands to a restructuring of the Pacific nation’s 
economy that pushed many into poverty. In a critique 
of neoliberalism, Alexeyeff argued that speculation and 
gambling were a rational, if futile, response to 
international inequities, whether for individual Cook 
Islanders adopting bingo as a “job” or the Cook Island 
government using both risky loans and gambling as 
fundraising mechanisms. Alexeyeff’s expansive 
contribution to bingo scholarship was followed by 
equally ambitious work, not least because of the 
entrance of UK academic Kate Bedford. 

 
7 These are self-evidently overlapping groups at times. 

To date the most prolific of bingo scholars, over the 
last decade Bedford (2011, 2015, 2016, 2018, 2019; 
Bedford et al., 2016) has contended not only that bingo 
should be studied to correct the historic neglect of 
working-class and Indigenous women’s gambling but 
that bingo, as much as better-studied casinos or 
stockmarkets, provided a unique vantage point to 
examine broader concepts (2019). With a consistent 
focus on gender, the “everyday” and regulation, 
Bedford has explored ways the law is “invoked, ignored, 
strategically evaded or resisted” (2018, p. 15). In the 
bingo halls Bedford described, whether Canadian or 
English, “unruly” workers and “notoriously 
cantankerous” players subvert regulations and 
safeguard bingo’s social side (2018, pp. 34, 24). 
Nonetheless, Bedford recognised that “bingo-based 
defiance” cannot arrest the forces reshaping bingo, 
particularly standardisation and regulation, arguing 
that rules and regulations homogenise gambling by 
treating all forms as the same, and so normalise 
gambling as the “efficient extraction” of money from 
players by corporations (2018, pp. 35, 34). This 
standardisation first ignores, and then destroys, the way 
bingo “produce[s] community cohesion, 
neighbourhood identity, conviviality, and economics of 
generosity” (Bedford, 2016, p. 7). Her focus on bingo in 
cooperatives such as working men’s clubs (Bedford, 
2019) is a complement to Downs’ interest in commercial 
bingo (2009). 

In the biggest study of bingo to date, Bedford and 
colleagues Oscar Alvarez-Macotela, Donal Casey, Maria 
Luiza Kurban Jobim and Toni Williams (Bedford et al., 
2016) researched venue-based bingo in Brazil, Canada, 
England and Wales and online bingo across Europe. The 
study showed the cultural limits of previous depictions 
of bingo: bingo in Brazil was favoured by middle class 
and wealthy Brazilians, as well as the working class and 
by both men and women and rather than being 
respectable, had a reputation for corruption, money 
laundering and violence (Williams, 2018). Brazil was also 
anomalous in other ways. Despite decriminalising 
bingo in 1993 and running it as a state monopoly, Brazil 
stood against the global wave of gambling 
liberalisation and in 2006 recriminalised bingo. Jobim 
and Williams (2017) contended this showed that 
theories that gambling liberalisation is almost 
impossible to reverse were not universally applicable. 
These authors demonstrate the need to consider bingo 
in thinking through questions about fairness in 
gambling regulation, as well as governance, mutual aid 
and capitalism more widely (Bedford et al., 2016; 
Bedford, 2019).  

Finally, a distinct group of health researchers used 
non-gambling bingo as a tool, harnessing its familiarity 
and accessibility, and adapting its form, to educate 
older people about falls prevention (Flint et al., 2020), 
vulnerable people about concussion (Wallace et al., 
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2019), children with autism about verbal 
communication (La Londe et al., 2020) and health 
professionals about workplace processes (Brown, 2020; 
Shaw & Ouchida, 2020). It was integrated into stroke 
recovery to establish that patients needed cognitive 
stimulation as well as physical therapy (Bray et al., 2019) 
and used as a site for health interventions (Evans et al., 
2017). This use of bingo’s game form resonates with 
Michael De Anda’s argument, drawing on gaming 
theory, that bingo is a “ludic framework”, “a basic and 
commonly understood play structure that provides a 
foundation for interpretive design based on folk 
knowledge and practices” (2019, p. 60). These examples 
from health settings suggest that beyond its well-
established nature as a carrier of gambling, the game of 
bingo is an accessible and plastic form of play that can 
be adapted for other purposes without stigma.  
 
Major Themes in Bingo Research 

In this review, we aimed to explore key literature on 
bingo, identifying changes over time and key themes. 
Our study shows that this body of work paints a vivid 
picture of bingo as a seemingly simple game offering 
contradictory experiences, sometimes simultaneously. 
It is exciting and calming, social but able to be solitary, 
a game of chance that is cognitively stimulating, and, 
for many, safely risky. It is, however, concurrently a 
comfort and a threat to some, particularly those who 
have experienced trauma and injustice. Despite its 
social benefits, it is, ultimately, a way to win money or 
goods, which provides both a thrill and material gain. 
Importantly, it is now a game in flux, being reshaped by 
changing technologies, corporate interests and 
regulatory frameworks. As such, it provides an early-
stages case study of significant structural changes in an 
enduring gambling sector. Arguably, the game and its 
players have been trivialised, pathologised and 
dismissed, including by some academics. Nonetheless, 
as this review demonstrates, paying attention to bingo 
is illuminating. Bingo studies showcase methodologies 
congruent with the practice they examine, invite a 
better knowledge of groups of overlooked gamblers, 
correct biases in gambling literature, highlight issues of 
governance and regulation and provide new 
perspectives on gambling, as well as new ways to 
analyse other phenomenon. We conclude this survey of 
the literature by exploring some key themes and 
contributions from the literature: skill, affect, harm and 
community, control, co-option and capitalism.  

Bingo studies’ close attention to class, gender, 
Indigeneity and place enables fresh perspectives on 
concepts such as skill. The common depiction of bingo 
as devoid of skill (Griffiths, 2005; Moubarac, 2010) 
reinforces negative judgements that bingo players lack 
intelligence or sophistication. Bingo studies expose the 
bias in such assumptions. The research shows that the 
purported lack of skill can be liberating, releasing poor 
women from the fear that if they fail it is their fault 
(Dixey 1982) and providing a cover of respectability for 

women, who cannot be accused of gambling out of self-
interest, as they are demonstrably unable to sway the 
outcome of the game (King 1990). At the same time, 
bingo does, in fact, require skills such as hand-eye 
coordination, mental functioning and memory (Sobel 
2001), as the use of bingo in health settings 
demonstrates. By examining the classed, gendered and 
racialised ways ideas of skill are constructed, bingo 
researchers offer a more nuanced, and accurate, 
account of skill and chance in gambling. This is just one 
of the ways that a recognition of factors such as class 
and gender, that bingo invites, can enrich our 
understanding of gambling and other practices.  

In another of its distinct contributions to gambling 
literature, bingo research offers a deep dive into the 
neglected area of affect in gambling (Livingstone et al., 
2019). Bingo studies show with richness and depth the 
importance of feelings in bingo, from joy to frustration, 
happiness to grief, for bingo players and their families 
(Chapple & Nofziger, 2000; O’Brien Cousins, 2004; 
Dudar, 2009; Moubarac, 2010; Fiske, 2015; Wardle, 2016; 
MacLean et al., 2019; Maltzahn et al., 2019). The vivid 
quality of players’ bingo-related social world gives us an 
acute example of how people’s feelings, and their social 
connections, interact with their gambling in ways that 
can both protect against and intensify harm. The fact 
that this modest game can elicit powerful emotions and 
create lasting routines and relationships demonstrates 
why affect must be considered, and, in turn, why bingo 
is worth studying.  

Bingo studies also offer important contributions to 
understandings of gambling harm. Bingo players’ 
participation in other forms of gambling (Hare, 2015; 
Wardle, 2016; Armstrong, 2017) highlights multi-form 
gambling, increasingly identified as a factor in 
gambling harm (Mazar et al., 2020). Additionally, it 
shows the way the gambling industry is transforming a 
relatively low-risk game into more extractive forms of 
gambling, whether by loss-leading (Breen, 2009; 
Maltzahn et al., 2017) or new technologies (Harrigan et 
al., 2015; Rockloff et al., 2016), including regulators’ 
facilitation of this (Bedford, 2019). Bingo researchers 
also push for expanded notions of harm, such as 
showing the risks to charities of running bingo 
(Paarlberg et al., 2005; Casey, 2018). One of the most 
compelling examples of this is the call to centre fairness, 
for players, their families and workers, in considerations 
of gambling and harm (Bedford et al., 2016). This work 
both takes seriously the possible harm to previously 
overlooked gamblers and expands standards for 
assessing the value and dangers of forms of gambling. 
Crucially, studying changes to bingo shows that it is not 
inevitable that bingo will become more harmful to 
players, and research findings provide justification for 
pressuring regulators to protect the positive elements 
of bingo and curtail harmful aspects. 

Finally, bingo studies resolutely explore issues of 
power and control, whether by individuals, 
communities, corporations or governments; they also 
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show the constraints on power (Downs, 2007, 2009, 
2010; Bedford 2019). Bingo’s unclear status as a form of 
gambling (is it really gambling, is it really harmful, is it 
charity or commerce, is it controlled by communities or 
corporations?) makes it an illuminating case-study for 
examining state regulations and corporate incursions, 
while at the same time showing the power of ordinary 
people, even in constrained circumstances. Bingo 
researchers’ interest in overlooked people playing an 
overlooked form of gambling allows them to show 
things others have missed: the importance of mutual 
aid in the history of bingo, the centrality of community 
for many gamblers, the limits of reductive approaches 
to gambling that see it primarily in terms of individual 
benefit and the tension between commerce and 
community in gambling (Bedford, 2019).  

 
Conclusion 

The expanding bingo literature reveals a unique and 
previously overlooked form of gambling. In doing so, it 
contributes to knowledge about bingo players, 
gambling and gambling harm, as well as broader 
studies. It can help us explore regulation and 
liberalisation, tradition and technology, mutual aid and 
political elites, pleasure and political economy, not to 
mention class, gender and race.  

Reflecting existing bingo research, the material 
identified was heavily skewed towards English-
language literature from Aoteoroa/New Zealand, 
Australia, North America and the UK; this allows only a 
partial picture of bingo. The work reviewed was 
primarily peer reviewed academic publications; while 
we sought to include grey literature, we found little, and 
so may have missed important regulatory and policy 
treatment of bingo. We are mindful that our overview 
may well have gaps, particularly where broader work on 
gambling grapples with bingo.  

Four areas of work would further progress bingo 
studies. First, while recent work has broken beyond the 
Anglosphere, there is still a need for exploration and 
comparison of the diverse forms, players, character and 
histories of bingo internationally. Second, given the rate 
of change in bingo, analysis of the nature, sources and 
impacts of these changes would be helpful, with a focus 
on technology, regulations and corporations. In 
examining changes, particular attention to harm and 
fairness, for players, workers and their communities, is 
needed. Third, in light of the limited research around 
strategies to minimise bingo-related gambling harm, 
investigation of regulations and other interventions to 
promote fairness, protect the benefits of bingo and 
prevent and constrain harm would contribute to both 
academic and policy discussions. Finally, responding to 
the compelling argument that bingo research can 
illuminate broad topics, we hope many others will step 
onto that stage.  
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